
 

 

BOOK OF BLOOD 

Are you a fan of vampires? 

We've set this slot deep within the mountains, with a majestic castle surrounded by gargoyles to guard its en-

trance. Only the most daring visitors are able to step foot into this castle, one belonging to a famed and stun-

ning creature. Writing his story about how it all began, this new bite on legendary classics will surely spook and 

provide thrills to all players willing to spin their luck inside this vampire-themed online game.  

This slot has 5-reels and 3-rows with 10 paylines. The book acts as a SCATTER and WILD. All prizes are for 

combinations of a kind. The matching symbols, except for the SCATTER symbols, should be on enabled pay-

lines and adjacent reels, starting from the leftmost. SCATTER wins and line wins are added.  

3 or more SCATTER symbols trigger 7 Free Games with the expanding bloody symbols feature. Any symbols 

except SCATTER symbols may get the capacity to expand. It’s allotted when the accumulator near the symbol 

icon is filled out. When a blood drop appears on the reels, it refills 1 cell of the respective accumulator. Every 

activated accumulator triggers 2 more Free Games with the same bets and lines as the initial game. Once acti-

vated, the accumulator turns off.  

Expanding is activated if enough special symbols to complete a winning combination are present on the reels 

(only their number matters). 3 or more SCATTER symbols during the feature trigger 3 more Free Games with 

the same bets and lines as the initial games. During Free Games WILD cannot substitute for special expanding 

symbols. 

Players can double their winnings up to 10 times during the Classic Risk Game. Bonus Pop is also available in 

this game. 

Expect nothing less than beautiful gothic horror, beautiful vampires, deadly creatures, and perhaps gigantic 

demonic wins inside this twisted vampire slot. Are you ready to take your chance? We hope you're thirsty for 

our newest Book of Blood! 


